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HARMONIC FUNCTIONS AND MASS CANCELLATION1
BY

J. R. BAXTER

Abstract. If a function on an open set in R" has the mean value property

for one ball at each point of the domain, the function will be said to possess

the restricted mean value property. (The ordinary or unrestricted mean

value property requires that the mean value property hold for every ball in

the domain.) We specify the single ball at each point x by its radius S(x), a

function of x. Under appropriate conditions on 8 and the function, the

restricted mean value property implies that the function is harmonic, giving

a converse to the mean value theorem (see references). In the present paper

a converse to the mean value theorem is proved, in which the function S is

well behaved, but the function is only required to be nonnegative. A

converse theorem for more general means than averages over balls is also

obtained. These results extend theorems of D. Heath, W. Veech, and the

author (see references). Some connections are also pointed out between

converse mean value theorems and mass cancellation.

1. Introduction. If a function satisfies the mean value property at every

point of a region, then the function is harmonic in the region. This is a

familiar converse to Gauss's mean value theorem. If the function satisfies

only a restricted mean value property at each point, namely that there should

be one ball at each point for which the mean over the ball equals the value at

the point, then again under some conditions the function can be shown to be

harmonic. In the present paper (Theorem 2) a result of this sort is proved.

The proof involves a mass cancellation argument that has some independent

interest, and this aspect of the problem is explored in §2.

Many previous converses to the mean value theorem have been given.

Results that seem closest to the present theorem are found in [2] (generalizing

a theorem in [1]), [7], [11], and [12]. We shall state the result in [12].

Let D be an open subset of R'. For any x in D, and any r > 0, let B(x, r)

denote the open ball with centre x and radius r. Let d be a fixed function on

D, with d(x) less than or equal to the distance of x from Dc, such that d > 0

and \d(x) - d(y)\ < \x - y\ for all x and y in D. In [12], Veech proved the

following:

Theorem 1. Let 8: D -> R ¿>e such that there exists a > 0 with ad < 8 < (1
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— a)d on D. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Let h be a nonnegative,

finite, Lebesgue measurable function such that for each x in D, h(x) equals the

mean value of h over B(x, 8(x)). Then h is harmonic.

In the present paper we shall generalize Theorem 1 by removing the

restriction on D, and by allowing other types of means besides averages over

balls. This result is stated below as Theorem 2 and proved in §4. The method

of proof is essentially that used by Heath in [7], and appears quite different

from the proof in [11] and [12].

Before stating Theorem 2, some notation is needed. Let m denote Lebesgue

measure on R', let mx denote the unit point mass at x. Let 9: R; -» R denote

the Newtonian potential kernel, so that 9(x) = - |x| in R1, 9(x) = - log|x|

in R2, and 9(x) = \x\~'+2 in R', / > 3. For any positive measure p, let

Pot p(y) = J9(y — z)p(dz). If p is bounded and has bounded support then

Pot p exists as a finite number or oo, and Pot p is finite m-a.e.

Now let <p > 0 be a Borel function on R' X R', such that

x, y)m(dy) = 1    for all x in D, (1.1)

and let there exist constants a, ß, y > 0 such that for all x, y in D,

ßfx(y)<<p(x,y)<ygx(y), (1.2)

where fx is the indicator function of B(x, ad(x)) divided by the volume of

B(x, ad(x)), and gx is the indicator function of B(x, (1 — a)d(x)) divided by

the volume of B(x, (1 - a)d(x)).

Let px denote the probability measure that has density <p(x, • ) with respect

to m. <p will be assumed to be such that:

Pot mx > Pot px   on R'. (1.3)

Conditions (1.2) and (1.3) easily imply that Pot mx and Pot px must be

equal outside B(x, (1 - a)d(x)) (cf. [3, Lemma 1, Corollary 2]) and hence, by

Green's theorem, that

h(x) = J h dpx   for any harmonic function h on D. (1.4)

The converse to (1.4) is given as:

Theorem 2. Let (1.1)—(1.3) hold. Let h be a nonnegative, finite, Lebesgue

measurable function such that for each x in D, h(x) = jh dpx. Then h is

harmonic.

Theorem 1 easily follows from Theorem 2 if the function 5 of Theorem 1 is

Borel. The reduction of Theorem 1 (and other similar theorems) to the case in

which 8 is Borel was proved by Veech in [11].

The referee mentions that A. Ancona has shown how to modify the

u
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arguments in [12] to obtain Theorem 1 without assuming 3D is smooth.

2. General remarks on cancellation. In this section a form of mass cancella-

tion is defined (Properties 2 and 4), and the connection with the converse

mean value theorem is shown (Theorems 4 and 5). These results will not be

required in §4, but should motivate the approach used there. Similar results

are given in Veech [13, §§9 and 10] from a different point of view.

Let ( Y„) be a discrete-time Markov process with operator P. Let p and A be

probability measures on the state space. Suppose there exists a randomized

stopping time t such that YT has distribution A when X0 has distribution p.

Then we write p ~* X.

Definition 1. Let p and v be probability measures on the state space. If

there exists A such that p —> X and v -> A, then we write p — v, and say that p

and v can be asymptotically cancelled.

It should be noted that under some conditions this form of mass cancella-

tion is identical with that considered in the limit theorem of Orey [9].

Theorem 3. Let P be a Markov operator such that pP" - pPn+x ->0 in

total variation norm as n -+ oo, for all probability measures p. Then p — v if

and only if (p — v)P" -» 0 in total variation norm as n —> oo.

Proof. Let p ~ v hold. We must show (p — v)Pn ->0. Since p—>A and

v -» A for some A, we may assume p —> v by a stopping time t. Let pk be the

distribution of YTAk. It is clearly enough to show that (p - pk)Pn-^0 as

n -» oo for each k, or that ( pk — pk+x)P" -* 0 as n -» oo for each k. Hence it

is really enough to consider the case p —> v by t with 0 < t < 1. By the strong

Markov property we may then reduce the problem to the case that t = 1, in

which case the result follows by assumption.

Conversely, let (p — v)Pn -» 0. We must show p ~ v. Let Xq = p A v,

'o = M - K so = " - V Let A„+1 = rnP A snP, rn+x = rnP - X„+x, sn+x =

snP — \+x. Inductively define a randomized stopping time t such that Yk has

distribution Xk on (t = k). Let A = 2¡j°_o\f (See for example [4].) Since

rn -> 0 by assumption we have p -» A by t. Similarly v -» A, so the theorem is

proved.

The theorem of Ornstein and Sucheston [10] gives sufficient conditions for

Theorem 3 to be applicable. For example, the operator studied in [2] (called T

in that paper) satisfies these conditions. The operator P of §4 of the present

paper is a special case of the operator studied in [2].

Let (S, §) be a measurable space. Let p(x, A) be a Markov transition

function on S X %, let P be the associated Markov operator, and let ( Y„) be

the associated Markov process. Letp(x, • ) be denoted by px. A function h on

S will be called invariant if Ph exists and Ph = h, that is,

h(x)= (hdpx   for all x in S. (2.1 )
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Let % denote a class of abstract harmonic functions. We assume nothing

about % except that % is a subset of the invariant functions. Two bounded

measures p and v on § will be said to be harmonically equivalent, p = v(%), if

J h dp = j h dv   for all functions h in %. (2.2)

Clearly if p ~ v in the sense of Definition 1, then u = v (bounded invariant

functions).

Consider the following two statements:

Property 1. Any bounded invariant function is harmonic.

Property 2. p = v (bounded functions in %) if and only if p ~ v.

We take Property 1 as the abstract form of the converse mean value

theorem. Property 2 gives a characterization of asymptotic mass cancellation.

We wish to give conditions under which the two properties are equivalent.

Assume that if A is a bounded § -measurable function such

that fh dp = fh dv whenever p = v then h is harmonic. (2.3)

Under assumption (2.3), which obviously holds in all the standard cases,

Property 2 is easily seen to imply Property 1. We now add further conditions:

Let there exist a sequence of sets A (k) in § such that

A(k)\0, and such that (Yn) hits each A(k) with probability

1 starting from any point. (2.4)

Let {px: x in S} be separable with respect to the total

variation norm. (2.5)

For each A;, let Pk be the hitting operator of A (k). That is, pPk is the

distribution of (Y„) stopped at the first hitting time of A(k) when the initial

distribution is p.

We note that assumption (2.4) easily implies (by the strong Markov

property) that

p ~ v if and only if ( p — v)Pk -» 0 in total variation norm

as k -» oo. (2.6)

Theorem 4. Under assumptions (2.3)-(2.5), Properties 1 and 2 are equivalent.

Proof. We shall assume that Property 1 holds, and prove Property 2. As

noted earlier, p ~ v always implies p = v. Thus if Property 2 does not hold,

then there exists probability measures v and A on § such that v = X holds,

but v ~ X does not hold.

Let k(j) be a subsequence of the natural numbers, and B(j) a sequence of

measurable subsets of A(k(j)) such that pxPk(J)(B(j)) converges as/ -^ oo for
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each x in S, and such that the sequences vPk(J)(B(j)) and XPk(J)(B(j))

converge, as y -* oo, to different limits.

Since A(k)\0, it follows that for any bounded measure p, pPk — pPPk -»

0 in total variation norm as k -» oo. Hence pPk(J)(B(J)) converges as/-» oo

for every bounded measure p, and pPPk(ß(B(J)) converges to the same limit.

Let h(x) = lim,^^ pxPk(J)(B(j)). Clearly h is S -measurable and h = Ph, so

h is invariant, while fh dv =£ fh dX, so h is not harmonic. This contradiction

proves Theorem 4.

Taking % = the invariant functions gives the following obvious corollary,

which in turn easily implies the theorem.

Corollary, p = v (bounded invariant functions) if and only if p ~ v.

Let us now add some further assumptions:

For any x in S and any fixed k, there exist a number c and

an integer / > 0 such that p^ < cpxPl for all y in S — A(k).     (2.7)

For any x in S and any integer / > 0, there is a k with

pxP'(A(k)) = 0. (2.8)

A measure p will be said to have compact support if p(A(k)) — 0 for some k.

Assumption (2.8) says that each measure pxP' has compact support.

Assumption (2.7) implies among other things that any nonnegative invariant

function which is finite at one point must be bounded on every set of the

form S — A (k), that is, locally bounded.

One more rather weak assumption will be made:

If A is a nonnegative S-measurable function such that fh dp

= fh dv whenever p = v (%) and p and v have compact

support then h is harmonic. (2.9)

Consider the following statements:

Property 3. Any finite nonnegative invariant function is harmonic.

Property 4. For any two measures p and v with compact support such that

p = v(%), there exists a sequence of numbers c(k) —» 1, such that for all

sufficiently large k, pPk/c(k) < vPk < c(k)pPk.

Theorem 5. Under the preceding assumptions, Properties 3 and 4 are equiv-

alent.

The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to that of Theorem 4, and is omitted.

All the assumptions of this section are true for the operator P of §4. The

assumptions prior to Theorem 4 hold for a wider class of operators, for

example the operators of [2] and [11]. We shall show that the operator in §4

has Property 4.
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In the context of Theorem 3 and the Corollary to Theorem 4 one should

note the results of Foguel [6] for the case of convolutions on a group, which

give more information in that case.

3. Modelling with Brownian motion. We require several facts for use in §4,

beginning with the following, which is proved in [3]:

Theorem 6. Let (ß, 'S, %, X„ 9„ Prx) be standard Brownian motion on R'.

Let p and v be probability measures on R' such that Pot v is finite and

continuous on R', and Pot p > Pot v on R'.

Then there exists an ^¡-stopping time r such that XT has distribution v with

respect to PrM.

It should be noted that Theorem 6 is proved in [3] under a slightly stronger

assumption on Pot p and Pot v, in the case that / = 1 or / = 2. However, the

same proof as in [3] gives Theorem 6 as stated here, if one employs a stonger

form of the domination principle, appropriate to R1 and R2. We omit these

details since for all applications made in the present paper, either version of

Theorem 6 would suffice. However, in order to generalize Theorem 6, we will

outline part of a proof which differs slightly from that given in [3].

Domination Principle. Let p, v be probability measures on R", n > 1, c a

number. Suppose Pot v is finite everywhere and Pot p + c > Pot v on sup-

port v. Then Pot p + c > Pot v on R".

Proof of Theorem 6. Let 6 be a countable collection of balls forming a

base for the topology of R'. Let U„ be a sequence of elements in Q such that

every element of Q occurs infinitely often in the sequence.

Let t(0) = 0; having defined r(n), let p„ be the distribution of X^n) with

respect to PrM. If there exists some constant c with Pot p„ > c > Pot v on

Un+,, then let r(n + 1) be the first time of hitting l/„c+, after t(w). Otherwise,

let r(n + 1) = r(n).

Let T = lim^^n).

Just as in [3], we find that t < oo holds Pr^-a.e. Let y be the distribution of

XT with respect to PrM. We must show that y = v.

Let G = {x|Pot y(x) > Pot v(x)}. Since Pot y is lower semicontinuous, G

is open. We show that y(G) = 0. If not, there must exist U in C and a

number c such that Pot y > c > Pot v on U, and y( U) > 0. Let n(j) be a

sequence with Un(J) = U. Let A denote the measure that results from balayag-

ing y onto Uc. Then y^=X. But clearly ju„w=>y and p«^+i=*A. This

contradicts p„ => y, so we must conclude that y(G) = 0.

Once we know that y(G) = 0, the equality of Pot y and Pot v follows from

the  domination principle.  Hence y = v,  and Theorem 6  is proved.

The proof of Theorem 6 also shows:
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Corollary. Let F = [x: Pot p(x) = Pot v(x)}. The stopping time r con-

structed in Theorem 6 is less than or equal to the first hitting time of F.

We now generalize Theorem 6 slightly:

Theorem 7. Let (ß, 'S, 'S,, X„ 9„ Vrx) be the standard Brownian motion on

R'. Let (T, § ) be some measurable space. Let $ be the Borel sets in R'. Let p

and v be maps from T X ® to R such that p(a, • ), v(a, ■ ) are probability

measures on ® for each a in T and p(-, A), v(-, A) are § -measurable functions

for each A in %. Suppose Pot v(a, • ) is finite and continuous on Rl and

Pot p(a, ■ ) > Pot v(a, • ) on R' for each a in T.

Then there exists t. Y X ß -» [0, oo] such that {t < /} is in § X 'S, for all t

andXtM has distribution v(a, ■ ) with respect to Pr^.) for each a in T.

To prove Theorem 7 one carries out the construction for t just given in

Theroem 6, using the same collection 6 for every a. The measurability

property of r is easily verified.

Theorem 8. Let (ß, 'S, %, X„ 9„ Vrx) be standard Brownian motion on R1.

Let D be an open set in R1. Let P be a Markov operator on D. Let mx denote

the unit mass at x. Let Xx = mxP for all x in D. Suppose that Pot A^ is finite

and continuous on R' and Pot mx > Pot Xx on R1for all x in D. For each x in D,

suppose there exists an open set V(x) G D such that Pot mx = Pot Xx outside

V(x). Then there exists a sequence of stopping times T(ri) such that if Yn =

XT(n) and @n = ^r(n) then (ß, 'S, §„, Y„, Ptx), x in D, is a Markov process with

operator P. Furthermore, each T(n) is less than or equal to the first exit time of

D, and for any to, X,(u) is in V(Y„(u>))for T(ri) < t <T(n + 1).

Proof. In Theorem 4, let V = D, let S be the Borel subsets of D, let

p(x, • ) = mx, v(x, •) = XX. Let t be the corresponding map on D x ß. By

the corollary to Theorem 6, r(x, ■ ) is less than or equal to the first exit time

of V(x). Set 7(0) = 0, T(n + 1) = r(Xnn), ■ ) + T(ri). The measurability

property of r easily imphes that each T(n) is a stopping time. The fact that

( 7„) is a Markov process then follows from the strong Markov property of the

(X,) process. The remaining properties of the T(n) follow at once from the

bound on r, so Theorem 8 is proved.

Strictly speaking one should add a cemetery point A to the state space of

the (X,) process, and set r(A, ■ ) = 0, in order to take care of those w with

T(ri) = oo for some n. Alternatively, one could discard such sample paths,

since they form a null set with resepct to all probabilities Prx.

For other results on modelling processes with Brownian motion, see [5] and

[8].

4. Proof of Theorem 2. The function <p of §1 is the kernel for a Markov

operator P. Let q>„ be the corresponding kernel for P". The following simple
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"local cancellation" lemma is similar to a lemma in [2].

Lemma 1. There exist a number c > 0 and an integer N such that if x,y, z

are in D and \y — x\ < (1 — a)d(x), \z — x\ < (1 - a)d(x) then <pN(y, • ) >

ap(z, • ) on R1.

Proof. Using compactness and scaling, it is easy to see that there exists a

constant f depending only on a such that if x, y, w are in R' with \x — y\ <

(1 - a)r, \y - w\ < (tr + a2r/2), \x - w\ < (1 - a)r, t > a2/2, then the

volume of B(y, tr) n B(x, (1 - a)r) n B(w, a2r) is at least fr'.

Let r = d(x). Then d(v) > ar for all v with \x — v\ < (1 — a)r.

It follows from (1.2) that there exists a constant £, depending only on a and

ß, such that <p(v, • ) > t-r~' on B(v, a2r) for all v with \x — v\ < (1 — a)r.

By induction,

<P„(v, ■ ) > tt*~}r-1   on B(v, na2r/2) n B(x, (1 - a)r)

for all v with \x — v\ < (1 — a)r.

Fix n larger than 4/a2. Then <p„(y, • ) > £%"~lr~' on 7i(x, (1 - a)r).

Let p = rf(z). Clearly there exists a constant A depending only on a such

that B(x, (1 - a)r) n 7*(z, (1 - a)p) has volume at least Ar'.

By the previous argument, with x replaced by z and r replaced by p,

<p„(v, ■ ) > W~XP~' on 7J(z, (1 - a)p), for all v in B(z, (1 - a)p).

Hence

<P2n(^, O > a2V-2Xp->   on B(z, (1 - a)p).

By (1.2), there exists a constant i/> depending only on a and y such that

<p(z, • ) < xpp~' on 5(z, (1 - a)p). Since <p(z, • ) = 0 outside B(z, (1 - a)p),

we have <p2n(y, • ) > (|2ni2"-2A/uV)<p(z, • ) on R'. Taking N = 2n and c =

|2"f 2"~2X/xp, the lemma is proved.

Let «p satisfy conditions (1.1)—(1.3). Let px be defined as in §1. Let P be the

Markov operator on D with transition density <p, so that mxP = px for all x in

D. By Theorem 8 of §3, there exist stopping times T(n) for Brownian motion

(ß, 'S, <S„ X„ 9„ PrJ such that if Yn = XT(n), §n - fr(n) then

(ß, 'S, §„, Yn, Ptx), x in D, is a Markov process with operator P. Further-

more, T(n) is less than or equal to the first exit time of D for each n, and for

any u, X,(d) is in B(Yn(w), (1 - a)d(Y„(u))) for T(n) <t <T(n + 1)^_

Let A(k) be a sequence of open subsets of D, such that A(k)\0, A(k + 1)

G A(k), D — A(k) is compact for each k. As in §2, let the hitting operator of

A(k) using P be denoted by Pk. It is easy to see that the Markov process (Yn)

hits each A(k) with probability 1, starting from any point in D (cf. [2, §3]).

Lemma 2. Let p and v be two probability measures with compact support in D

such that Pot p = Pot v outside some compact subset of D. Let c be the constant

in Lemma 1. Then for some k, pPk > cvPk.
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Proof. Pot p = Pot v on some A(l). By (1.3), Pot v > Pot vP,. Replacing v

by vP, if necessary, we may assume that Pot p > Pot v on the support of v,

and hence, by the domination principle, on R7. By Theorem 6, there exists a

stopping time a for Brownian motion, such that Xa has distribution v with

respect to Pr^. The corollary to Theorem 6 shows that a may be chosen less

than or equal to the first exit time of some compact subset of D. Let

U = inf(n: T(n) > a). It is easy to see that U is a §n-stopping time. It is clear

that U is less than or equal to the first hitting time of some A(l). For any

fixed u, let U(u>) = n, a(uî) = t. Let x = Y„_x(u),y = Yn(u), z = X,(ui). Then

| y - x\ < (1 — a)d(x) and \z — x\ < (1 - a)d(x). By Lemma 1, <pN(y, • ) >

c(p(z, ■ ) on R'. Hence <pN( Yv, ■)> c<p(Xa, • ) on R' for all u. Let p be the

distribution of Yu+N with respect to Pr^. Then E^y^Yy, ■ ) > cEp<p(Xa, • )

on R' gives p > cvP. Let k be chosen such that U + N is less than or equal to

the first hitting time of A(k) with Pr^-probability 1, and such that v(A(k)) =

0. Then pPk = pPk, and vPk = vPPk. Thus pPk > cvPk, so Lemma 2 is

proved.

Lemma 3. Let p and v be two probability measures with compact support in D

such that Pot p = Pot v outside some compact subset of D. Then for every j

there exists an n such that

ßPn   > C 2  (1  -  c)'vPn.
( = 0

Proof. By induction. Lemma 2 gives the result for/ = 1. Suppose the

result holds for some y and n. Let

7-1

w = c 2 (1 - c)'vPn.
i = 0

Let u = pPn — w, v = vP„ — w. Then v = (1 — cyvPn. After normalizing, u

and v satisfy conditions of Lemma 2, so a k > n may be chosen with

uPk > cvPk. Then

P** = pPnPk = *>Pk + uPk > wPk + cvPk

- c 2 O - c)'vpnpk + c(i - cyvpnpk = c 2 (i - c)'vpk.
i=0 i=0

This proves Lemma 3.

We note that Lemma 3 implies that P has Property 4 of §2.

Proof of Theorem 2. Let hbt a finite, nonnegative, Lebesgue measurable

invariant function. Let x be any point in D. Let p and v be two probability

measures, each having uniform density on some ball in D with centre x. We

shall show that fh dp = fh dv, so that h has the ordinary mean value

property. It then follows at once that h is harmonic. To prove that fh dp =
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fh dv, we note first that any invariant function h is easily seen to be bounded

on compact subsets of D. Hence for any n, fh dp = fh d(pPn) and fh dv =

fh d(vP„). From Lemma 3, for any/ we see that

r j~l r
hdp>c¿](l - c)' ihdv.

J ¡=o J

Hence fh dp > fh dv. By symmetry fh dp < fh dv, so the theorem is proved.
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